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The Trust’s decision 
The Trust has considered the BBC's proposal to make changes to Radio 1 and Radio 1Xtra, 
and has formed the view that the proposals do not constitute a significant change to the 
UK Public Services. It has therefore decided that a Public Value Test is not required in this 
case.  

In reaching this decision the Trust considered the likely impact of the proposals on users 
of the services and on others, the financial impact, the novelty of the proposals and their 
proposed duration.  

• Impact on users – better links between Radio 1 and Radio 1Xtra may lead to a 
small increase in audience for 1Xtra. News provision is likely to remain of a high 
quality, and possibly have increased impact on 1Xtra. Changes to the 
BBC Introducing Nations opt shows are unlikely to diminish the BBC’s new music 
offering overall. Live music will remain a core part of 1Xtra’s schedule, with spend 
in this area unchanged. These changes are therefore likely to lead to a small but 
positive impact on users of Radio 1 and 1Xtra overall. 

• Impact on others – these proposals are likely to have little impact on the wider 
market. 

• Financial impact – although the budget change for 1Xtra is over the 10% threshold 
requiring Trust approval, the overall impact of the financial changes is low given 
the likely maintenance of the quality of the services and the neutral impact on the 
market. 

• Novelty – the proposals are not a move into new territory for the BBC. 

• Duration – the proposed changes will be permanent. 

This rest of this document sets out the Trust's reasoning in each of these areas in more 
detail.  
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Background to the Trust's 
consideration 
Putting Quality First – a new strategy for the BBC 

In December 2010 the Trust published a strategy for the BBC, Putting Quality First, which 
established four key objectives for the coming years. These are to: 

• increase the distinctiveness and quality of output 

• improve the value for money it provides to licence fee payers 

• set new standards of openness and transparency 

• do more to serve all audiences. 

Delivering Quality First – delivering the strategy 

In October 2011 we published the BBC Executive's proposed approach to meeting the 
constrained funding of the licence fee settlement agreed with the Government in 2010, 
Delivering Quality First. We put these proposals out to public consultation to test the 
detail of the Executive's proposals against our strategic objectives and priorities for the 
BBC. 

The Trust’s final decision on the Executive’s proposals has been published today and can 
be found on the Trust’s website. 

As part of this process the BBC Executive proposed a number of changes to Radio 1 and 
Radio 1Xtra: 

• building the on-air relationship between the two stations by means of: 

o sharing (simulcasting) news bulletins except at Breakfast 

o simulcasting programmes between 2am and 4am, Monday to Friday 

• replacing the Nations ‘opts’ between midnight Sunday and 2am Monday on Radio 
1, with a single programme covering emerging talent from all the Nations (BBC 
Introducing) 

• covering fewer live music events on 1Xtra. 

As part of the Delivering Quality First consultation, the Trust received a number of 
responses from listeners who were concerned about the proposals surrounding BBC 
Introducing. Although only around 2% of respondents to the consultation made specific 
reference to this proposal, these respondents were all critical of the proposal. 

In addition the Trust was presented with three separate petitions protesting against the 
proposals. These campaigns, which were supported by established musicians, noted that 
the programmes, which have the specific remit to provide “the best new unsigned, 
undiscovered and under the radar music” in that particular nation, provided the only 
opportunity on Radio 1 to showcase up-and-coming bands and solo artists to a nations 
audience. They cited examples of successful artists who appeared on the programmes at 
the start of their careers. They also said that to lose the programme would go against the 
ethos of the BBC, and would show a lack of commitment to artists from Scotland, Wales 
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and Northern Ireland. There was also concern that a single UK wide programme would 
lead to fewer live sessions and outside broadcasts from musicians in the nations. The 
Scotland petition had 7,105 signatories; Wales had 556; and Northern Ireland had 6,359. 

Although this document is purely a test of the significance of these changes, rather than a 
verdict on the strategic rationale for them, the Trust has taken these concerns into 
account in reaching its decision. 

Testing the BBC’s proposals for their significance 

Under the terms of the BBC’s Framework Agreement with the Secretary of State, the Trust 
may from time to time need to undertake assessments of certain of the BBC Executive’s 
proposals in order to determine when a Public Value Test (PVT) must be applied.  

The PVT is a formal assessment process requiring the Trust to assess the public value of 
the proposed change, Ofcom to assess the market impact of the proposed change and 
two periods of public consultation. Ordinarily the overall assessment process lasts 
approximately six months and is an intensive and time consuming process.  

The Trust recognises its responsibility to undertake a PVT where there is evidence that a 
proposal constitutes a significant change to the BBC’s UK Public Services. It also 
recognises that the purpose of clause 25 of the Framework Agreement is accordingly a 
necessary filter to ensure that the PVT is reserved for significant changes. 

In deciding whether a proposal constitutes a significant change to the UK Public Services, 
the Trust must have regard to the four considerations set out in clause 25(2) of the 
Framework Agreement; that is, the impact, financial implications, novelty and duration of 
the proposed change.  

In July 2011 the Trust made a commitment to expand its relationship with Ofcom1 to take 
full advantage of Ofcom’s understanding of the wider communications sector and, in 
particular, to invite Ofcom to provide its view of the ‘impact on others’ (e.g. providers or 
potential providers of alternative products and services) of a proposal from the BBC 
Executive that the Trust considers should be subject to a significance test. Ofcom’s view 
of the ‘impact on others’ will inform the Trust’s decision in respect of its significance test, 
and in particular, the Trust’s view of the ‘impact on others’ of the proposed changes.  

This document relates specifically to the proposals relating to Radio 1 and Radio 1Xtra. As 
set out in clause 25 of the Framework Agreement, whether proposals meet the criterion of 
significance is a matter for the judgment of the Trust. 

Changes to “key characteristics” of service licences 

The changes to news provision on 1Xtra would require changes to the key characteristics 
of its service licence, which currently state that “the schedule should…offer a bespoke 
news service”. Following these changes, only the news during the 1Xtra Breakfast show 
would be bespoke, with the rest simulcast with Radio 1. This wording would therefore 
need amending. 

                                                 
1 This commitment has been codified in an Addition the Memorandum of Understanding between the BBC Trust and Ofcom, 

agreed in November 2011 and published in December 2011 (see 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/bbctrust/assets/files/pdf/about/mou_addition_dec2011.pdf) 
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Both the Radio 1 and 1Xtra licences would need to be changed to allow for the 
simulcasting of news and other late night content between the stations. 

1Xtra’s service budget would also need amending, as these changes are expected to 
reduce costs for the service by approximately £1.1m. As the current service budget is 
£8.5m, this reduction would be larger than the 10% variation allowed as standard by the 
licence, requiring strategic approval from the Trust. 

Clause 25(3) of the Framework Agreement states that where proposed changes require 
the alteration of key characteristics of BBC service licences the Trust should presume that 
the changes ought to be subject to a Public Value Test, unless the Trust can justify 
departing from the presumption. This document explains why the Trust has decided that a 
Public Value Test is not required in this case. 

Changes to other parts of the service licences 

The planned changes to 1Xtra’s live music provision would require changes to section 5 of 
its service licence, which currently includes a condition that it broadcast 50 live music 
events per year. Although the BBC Executive has indicated that the level of spend on live 
music is to be maintained, the proposed changes will mean that fewer, albeit higher 
impact, live music events will likely be broadcast, meaning that this condition would need 
to be relaxed. 

The remaining proposals above would not require any further changes to service licences. 

  

Required changes to BBC service licences 

BBC Radio 1 service licence: 

Changes to Key Characteristics: None required. 

Other changes: The licence would need to be altered to allow for the simulcast of 
news and other late night content with Radio 1Xtra. All wording in Section 5 
relating to the provision of original opt-out programming would need to be 
removed.  

BBC Radio 1Xtra service licence: 

Changes to Key Characteristics: The requirement for the station to offer a 
bespoke news service would need to be relaxed, and the licence altered to allow 
for the simulcast of news and other late night content with Radio 1. In addition, 
the service licence budget would need to be reduced by an amount greater than 
the 10% trigger for Trust approval. 

Other changes: The condition in Section 5 relating to the provision of 50 live 
music events per year would need to be relaxed. 
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Test of significant change  
Impact 
The Trust looked at the potential impact of the proposals on users and others. 

Impact on users 

Building links between Radio 1 and Radio 1Xtra: 

Building the relationship between Radio 1 and Radio 1Xtra could raise awareness and 
consumption of the smaller digital station. It is likely, however, that much of any uplift in 
consumption of 1Xtra due to increased links with Radio 1 would be at the expense of 
listening to Radio 1 rather than other radio stations.  

The closer links proposed would mainly be through the specific sharing and simulcasting 
of programming which is assessed below. It does not involve the creation of any new 
content. As such, overall listening is unlikely to be substantially changed by closer links 
between the two stations. 

The changes proposed at this stage overall are limited. The Trust is keen to emphasise 
that further deepening of the links between the services beyond those assessed in this 
document should not reduce the distinctiveness of the services offered to audiences. 

Changes to News provision on Radio 1 and 1Xtra: 

Radio 1 and 1Xtra have been sharing news bulletins on weekends since August 2009; 
these are jointly produced for both Radio 1 and 1Xtra. Under the Executive’s proposal, 
news bulletins will also be shared at all times of the day on weekdays, except Breakfast 
(when 1Xtra’s news would continue to be bespoke). Radio 1 and 1Xtra will jointly produce 
these daytime bulletins, and will also jointly produce Newsbeat programmes for 
broadcasting on both stations. 

On Radio 1 these changes will result in an extra 5 minutes of news per week in daytime. 
On 1Xtra news minutage in daytime will not change, but 20 minutes more of this per 
week will be provided during Breakfast (when bulletins are bespoke); news minutage in 
the evening will fall by 6 minutes per week. 

The Trust’s Younger Audiences service review concluded that “Radio 1 broadcasts a 
significant volume of news during daytime, reaching a large number of young people and 
making a strong contribution to the promotion of the BBC’s citizenship purpose.”  

However, the same review concluded that 1Xtra’s news provision was not meeting the 
needs of its listeners. Despite the high volume of news on 1Xtra, audiences did not 
recognise that the station delivered this purpose well, with the station only scoring 
marginally higher than commercial radio stations which had much less news output. 

Simulcasting the Radio 1 bulletins and reinvesting some of the savings into 1Xtra’s 
bespoke morning bulletin is therefore likely to lead to an improvement in the quality of 
1Xtra’s news provision overall. 
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Given the relatively minor changes proposed to the schedule it is unlikely that reach will 
be affected. The overall impact of the services is likely to remain the same. 

Proposals to simulcast late night weekday content between Radio 1 and 1Xtra: 

Currently Radio 1 and 1Xtra feature separate specialist music programming between 2am 
and 4am on weekdays. Listener figures are low during this slot, particularly on 1Xtra 
where weekly reach to the slot across all five weekdays was less than 30,000 in Q3 2011. 
Simulcasting is therefore unlikely to result in increased reach. 

The Executive will also ensure that the programmes to be simulcast will be of good 
editorial fit with both target audiences (for example, Fabio & Grooverider’s drum and bass 
programme, or Benji B’s future beats show).  

Users are therefore very unlikely to be significantly affected by this change. 

Changes to BBC Introducing strand on Radio 1: 

The BBC supports new music and unsigned and emerging artists (particularly those from 
the UK) through its range of analogue and digital radio stations. In particular, Radio 1 
supports new music and emerging artists through its specialist music programming every 
weeknight from 7pm to 4am and for a consecutive twelve hours on Friday and Saturday 
nights, as well as a general commitment written into its service licence to “ensure that at 
least 45% of the music in daytime is new each year”.  

In addition, the BBC has developed a branded platform for supporting new music, 
BBC Introducing, a collaboration between Radio 1, 1Xtra, 6 Music, Asian Network, Radio 
3, Local radio and Nations radio stations intended to showcase unsigned, self-signed and 
other emerging musical talent from the UK. 

The Executive views BBC Introducing as a success story for the BBC. It notes that 62,000 
artists are registered on the database and around 1,500 to 2,000 tracks are uploaded to 
the system in a typical week, of which some 10-15% of the best get airplay. 

As part of DQF the Executive has proposed to stop broadcasting individual BBC 
Introducing opt-out shows on Radio 1 in each Nation on value for money grounds. These 
shows are currently broadcast between midnight Sunday and 2am Monday each week. 
The programme attracts 57,000 weekly listeners in England, 9,000 in Scotland, 12,000 in 
Wales and 4,000 in Northern Ireland. 

These opts were discussed in the Trust’s Younger Audiences service review, which found 
that the “…opt-outs have helped Radio 1 discover and develop new presenting talent for 
the station but reach is relatively low - below 100,000 listeners each week – due to the 
late timeslot.” 

Instead of these Nations opts the BBC intends to broadcast a UK-wide BBC Introducing 
show with a remit to feature the best new tracks from all the Nations: Scotland, Wales 
Northern Ireland and England. The Executive argues that although the restructure would 
mean the loss of four hours of airtime each week, each new music track will be broadcast 
to a much larger audience across the whole UK. It believes that this would prove 
particularly valuable for the artists who currently play mainly to very small national 
audiences. The Executive has also indicated that the new programme is also likely to have 
a higher proportion of new music each week (relying less on music repeated from 
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previous weeks) and will showcase new music from England, currently featured primarily 
through BBC Local radio stations and so with less access to national airplay. 

Regardless of changes to this specific Radio 1 slot, we are of the view that the BBC’s 
wider new music provision will remain strong. The Radio 1 service licence will still require 
it to “…support artists at the forefront of new music, assisting their growth and 
development…” (a key characteristic) as well as to “provide a significant platform for new 
music and emerging UK artists across a wide range of musical genres” and to “Ensure 
that at least 45% of the music in daytime is new each year, with particular support for 
new and emerging UK artists alongside established acts.” 

In light of this continuing commitment from Radio 1 to new music and emerging talent, 
the low current listening figures to the BBC Introducing show, together with the continued 
wider BBC activities surrounding the BBC Introducing brand, the expected impact on 
audiences of this change is very low. 

Changes to Live music provision on 1Xtra: 

Currently 1Xtra covers a range of live music events and indeed is required by its service 
licence to broadcast 50 live events each year. These can range from an exclusive Live 
Lounge in the middle of daytime (normally Trevor Nelson) to coverage of a specialist 
event like Snowbombing in specialist shows, where 1Xtra will broadcast pre-recorded 
mixes. Other live events include concerts, festivals and special sessions. As such, the 
duration of the output can vary hugely, primarily dependent on an event’s line-up and the 
quality of the recordings. 

The Executive proposals are for 1Xtra to change the balance of live music output by 
covering fewer, but more high impact, events. The live events budget would remain the 
same and 1Xtra would continue to have a very strong emphasis on live music, as required 
by its service licence. 

The Trust’s Younger Audiences service review found that “1Xtra’s live music and events 
are popular among listeners, but awareness of 1Xtra’s live music activities is low.”  Any 
proposals to increase the impact of the station’s live music coverage therefore have the 
potential to result in higher awareness and increased listening. The degree of change, 
however, is likely to be limited as the Executive has emphasised that the schedule which 
would result from these proposals would not look particularly different to that currently 
offered, with the exception of a few minor events being dropped. Any likely impact on 
users is therefore likely to be positive but low. 

Impact on others 

Ofcom have written to the Trust setting out their assessment of the likely impact of these 
proposals on others. Ofcom’s full response is published alongside this document. They 
conclude: 

“Our key observations in terms of the impact of the Proposals on others are that: 
the changes to news output appear to be relatively minor; overnight programmes 
have very low audiences and therefore changes at this time are likely to have 
negligible impact; and the audiences for some live events may be limited. We also 
note that the Proposals anticipate a reduced overall budget for both radio stations. 
The Trust may wish to consider these factors when making its overall decision on 
whether the Proposals are significant.  
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In isolation, we consider each of the proposed changes is unlikely to have a 
material impact on commercial radio stations with a similar offering and similar 
audiences. However should the overall 1Xtra offering be perceived to be 
significantly less distinctive by the Trust as a result of the combination of these 
changes, there is a possibility that some level of market impact may be felt by 
commercial radio stations. 

While the ultimate impact of any changes to 1Xtra live events coverage may be 
limited, the Trust may wish to seek greater clarity around the proposed changes to 
live events, in determining whether the Proposals are significant under Clause 25 
of the BBC’s Framework Agreement.”   

We agree with Ofcom’s assessment that the impact on the market of these changes will 
be very small. 

In our view the changes proposed above are limited in their scope and scale and so are 
unlikely to materially impact the distinctiveness of either service. The Executive should 
continue to ensure that distinctiveness is at the heart of the BBC’s services and be mindful 
of the potential impact on the market of any loss of distinctiveness on Radio 1 and Radio 
1Xtra specifically.  

Financial implications 
At the point we undertook this assessment, the BBC Executive indicated that these 
proposals will reduce the BBC’s annual content spend by around £2.7m by 2016/17, or 
about 5% of the total Radio 1 and 1Xtra content budgets. 

Around half of these savings will come from Radio 1’s service budget, representing a 
3% reduction in spend. 

The remaining amount will come from 1Xtra’s service budget, which represents 
around 16% of its total content spend. This is over the 10% trigger for Trust approval 
of budget changes. However, the Trust is required to consider all the relevant factors 
under clause 25 and that this alone does not mean it is a significant change, taking 
account of the other factors. The bulk of this cost reduction will come from the 
simulcasting of news services with Radio 1. As assessed above, while this brings large 
cost savings audiences will still be provided with high quality news coverage, and may 
in fact see an improvement in quality. 

Despite the budget reduction of over 10% for 1Xtra, the overall impact of the 
proposed changes is low. 

Novelty 
The Trust does not believe that these proposals amount to a significant move into new 
territory for the BBC. 

Duration 
The proposed changes are part of the BBC’s long-term strategy requiring permanent 
changes to the relevant service licences. However, the Trust is required to consider all the 
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relevant factors under clause 25 and that this alone does not mean it is a significant 
change, taking account of the other factors. 


